High efficient DC-to-DC conversion using solar Resonant Converter
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Abstract: This project introduces a high efficient resonant converter for DC-DC conversion. The proposed resonant converter provides very efficient power conversion due to low electromagnetic interference, low switching losses and low weight of components. The proposed topology consists of a PV cell as a DC input source, two capacitors at input side acts as a voltage divider, a half bridge inductor-capacitor-inductor (L-C-L) parallel resonant inverter and a bridge rectifier, the output stage of proposed resonant converter is filtered by a low pass filter. The PV cell at the input will compromise with current energy demand. Converter output voltage is effectively utilized for driving a PMDC motor; here speed of motor is regulated by controlling the output voltage of converter with the help of a PI controller.

Index terms- LCL resonant inverter, Zero Voltage Switching, Photovoltaic (PV) system, PMDC motor

1. INTRODUCTION

With the current global energy crisis, the focus is on efficiency and electronic products are facing the daunting challenge of delivering high performance, while consuming less power. As a result of this crisis, various agencies around the world have or are looking to increase their efficiency standards for numerous products in their respective specifications. It will be difficult to meet these efficiency specifications with conventional hard switched converters. In the normal DC to DC power converters, semiconductor switches are the major components. Pulse width modulation PWM is the simplest way to control the power semiconductor switches, here control over power is takes place by Interrupting current or voltage through switch action control of duty cycle. But here the switches needs to with stand high stresses, this will leads to switching power losses. Presence of current driven transformer in the circuit will provide some more losses. The design of the optimized integrated transformer requires specific competence. A higher switching frequency implies smaller and lighter inductors, capacitors, as well as filter components of these converters. Electromagnetic interference (EMI) and switching losses increases with an increase in switching frequency, this will cause decrease in efficiency and overall performance of DC-DC converter becomes poor. To solve these problems power supply designers will need to consider soft switching topologies to improve the efficiency as well as to allow for higher frequency operation [11]-[16]. One such topology is the LLC resonant converter. In the DC-DC converters efficiency is very important during the energy conversion. But in existing converters, presence of large number of components and switching losses made it less efficient. These drawbacks can be overcome by the proposed topology, here the soft switching DC-DC converter is constructed by cascading a resonant dc to alternating current (ac) inverter and a bridge rectifier [1]-[7]. The dc input is first converted into ac power by the resonant inverter, the ac power then converted back into dc power by the bridge rectifier [8]. Here the resonant circuit is based on the parallel loaded resonant converter, hence low switching losses, low stresses and low noise characteristics; the parallel loaded-resonant converter can control the output voltage at no load by running at a frequency above resonance. The parallel loaded-resonant converter contains an inductive output filter, to reducing the conduction losses and the ripple voltage of the converter [1]-[7]. Here a higher switching frequency implies smaller and lighter inductor, capacitors, as well as filter components of the converter. The soft switching techniques used here will helps to avoid EMI and switching losses during high frequency
operation. The proposed system is inherently short circuit protected, so well suited for efficient conversion of DC-DC. The system can be effectively utilized for driving a PMDC motor; apart from this nowadays resonant converters are most commonly used in power electronic circuits because it is inexpensive and robust. Among the many advantages that resonant power conversion has over conventionally adopted pulse-width modulation include a low electromagnetic interference, low switching losses, small volume, and light weight of components due to a high switching frequency, high efficiency, and low reverse recovery losses in diodes owing to a low di/dt at switching instant \[1\]–\[7\]. Resonant converter is widely used for applications of power electronic productions such as switching power supplies, battery chargers, uninterruptible power systems, renewable energy generation systems, and telecom power supplies.

As we know that fossil fuels are rapidly decreasing and their combustion will result global warming, there should be a better replacement for this traditional fuels with renewable energy resources. Among many renewable energy resources Photovoltaic (PV) energy is most popular due to its inherent properties like noiseless, nonradioactive, pollution-free, and inexhaustible \[3\]. So here proposed system used PV cell as input DC source PMDC motor finds more and more applications in current world industries and toy manufacturing fields due to its small size, lower manufacturing cost and higher efficiency. Here in this project the converter output voltage is effectively utilized to drive a PMDC motor, the speed of PMDC motor is regulated by controlling the output voltage of converter with the help of a PI controller.

II. PV CELL CHARACTERTISTICS

Photovoltaic cell is basically a PN – junction semiconductor, which absorbs photons from sunlight and directly generates electro motive force (EMF) as the result of ionization of radiation. The fig 1 shows equivalent circuit for a PV cell \[3\], \[16\].

Here JL is load generated current, then the net current \(J\) is expressed as

\[
J = J_0 - J_i \ldots (1)
\]

But \(J_i\) is given by

\[
J_i = J_0 \left( \exp \left( \frac{V}{Kt} \right) - 1 \right) \ldots (2)
\]

This equation describes the current and voltage relation, here \(J_0\) is saturation current, \(V\) is voltage across the junction, \(e\) is electronic charge and \(Kt\) is Boltzmann constant.

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION

In the fig.2.1 the permanent magnet dc motor is controlled by the resonant converter; where the switching pulse to the inverter is given according to the PI controller output. The block diagram consist of input dc source, resonant inverter with bridge rectifier, a PMDC motor and a PI controller.

As we know current global energy crisis is very high, so we have to go with renewable energy. In the block diagram used a PV cell as DC input source. PHOTOVOLTAIC (PV) solar energy is one of the green energy sources which can play an important role in reducing greenhouse gas emissions the storage of fossil fuel and global warming, among various renewable energy sources. This PV cell provides required amount of dc supply to the converter \[3\].
In this system a dc input source shown one inverter block, here we used resonant inverter; this block is the key part of the system, as it consists of two power electronic switches with a LLC resonant circuit. Soft switching scheme (ZVS) and high switching frequency made the system simple and compact with small size of components like capacitor, inductor. With respect to other topologies, with the attributes described above, LLC supplies have reduced dimensions with a notable reduction in EMI/EMC issues. This type of inverter produces an approximately sinusoidal waveform at a high output frequency ranging from 20 kHz to 100 kHz, and is commonly used in relatively fixed output applications, for example induction heating, sonar transmitters, fluorescent lamps or ultrasonic generators. Due to the high switching frequency, the size of the resonating components is small. Generally three types of resonant converters are present they are series and parallel resonant converters and series parallel type [13], [14], [1].

**Series Resonant (SR) converter:** The resonant inductor (L_r) and resonant capacitor (C_r) are in series(3). The resonant capacitor is in series with the load. The resonant tank and the load act as a voltage divider- DC gain is always lower than 1 (maximum gain happens at the resonant frequency). The impedance of resonant tank can be changed by varying the frequency of driving voltage (V_d) [13].

**Parallel Resonant (PR) converter:** The resonant inductor (L_r) and resonant capacitor (C_r) are in series(6). The resonant capacitor is in parallel with the load. Concept of parallel resonant converters are used in this proposed system due to its following advantages as no problem in output regulation at no load condition continuous rectifier current (inductor output): suitable for high output current application.

**Bridge rectifier:** Here bridge rectifier is coming as a part of resonant converter. The ac voltage coming after resonant inverter is the input to this bridge rectifier. Here the rectifier is in uncontrolled manner with diode switches. It is very cheap and simple. This rectifier converts ac to dc output and fed to capacitor filter to reduce the ripples in the output voltage. Then the output dc is fed to PMDC motor load [8].

**Permanent magnet DC motor:** A permanent magnet DC motor is similar to an ordinary DC Shunt motor except that it’s field is provided by permanent...
magnets instead of salient pole wound field structure. The permanent magnets of the PMDC motor are supported by a cylindrical steel stator which also serves as a return path for the magnetic flux. The rotor serves as an armature. It has winding slots, commutator segments and brushes as in conventional dc machines. Permanent Magnet DC motors are useful in a range of applications, from battery powered devices like wheelchairs and power tools, to conveyors and door openers, welding equipment, X-ray and topographic systems, and pumping equipment, to name a few. They are frequently the best solution to motion control and power transmission applications where compact size, wide operating speed range, ability to adapt to a range of power sources or the safety considerations of low volt-age are important. Their ability to produce high torque at low speed makes them suitable substitutes for gear motors in many applications. Because of their linear speed-torque curve, they particularly suit adjustable speed and servo control applications where the motor will operate at less than 5000 rpm inside these motors, permanent magnets bonded to a flux-turn ring replace the stator field windings found in shunt motors. A wound armature and mechanical brush commutation system complete the motor. The permanent magnets supply the surrounding field flux, eliminating the need for external field current. This design yields a smaller, lighter, and energy efficient motor. In industries 3 phase permanent magnet motors are also used for high speed application

**Advantages of PMDC motor:**

In very small ratings, use of permanent magnet excitation results in lower manufacturing cost

In many cases a PMDC motor is smaller in size than a wound field dc motor of equal power rating

Since field excitation current is not required, the efficiency of these motors is generally higher than that of the wound field motors. Low voltage PMDC motors produce less air noise

**PI controller:** The controller shown here is a PI controller, the PI controller get the voltage feedback and it is taken as input, this is compared with the reference voltage set by the operator and error signals are generated [2], according to this error signals from PI controller the pulse generator produces the gate pulse for inverter switches, i.e. as depends on the output of PI controller the gate pulse to the inverter switches are produced. PI controller will eliminate forced oscillations and steady state error resulting in operation of on-off controller and P controller respectively.

However, introducing integral mode has a negative effect on speed of the response and overall stability of the system. Thus, PI controller will not increase the speed of response. It can be expected since PI controller does not have means to predict what will happen with the error in near future. This problem can be solved by introducing derivative mode which has ability to predict what will happen with the error in near future and thus to decrease a reaction time of the controller.

The resonant tank consist of inductors $L_{r1}$, $L_{r2}$ and $C_r$. After this resonant inverter a bridge rectifier shown is configured by four diodes. Here the PMDC motor is connected across the bridge rectifier via low-pass filter capacitor $C_o$. For simplicity the power semiconductor switches can be represented as pair of bi directional switches, each pair consist of one power switch and a anti parallel diode.

This bidirectional topology will operate at 50% duty ration for a switching period $T$. Since the switching frequency of IGBT switches are adjustable The converter output voltage/current can be easily determined as it is directly depends the impedance characteristics of L-C-L resonant tank [7].
A large filtering capacitance $C_o$ is used to reduce the loading effect of the output circuit and to maintain constant voltage. Hence the voltage across the bridge rectifier has constant amplitude $+V_o$ and $-V_o$ respectively, depends on whether the current $I_{Lr2}$ is positive or negative. Frequency of his voltage waveform is the same as that of the switching frequency.

From the above observation the proposed system can be represented by an equivalent circuit (2) as shown in fig 4

IV. PRICIPLE OF OPERATION

The circuit is always operates above resonance, as the switches are operates with soft switching technique. Hence the freewheeling diodes does not required to have fast recovery characteristics.

During +ve half cycle of the current through the inductor $L_{r1}$, the power is fed to motor through D1 and D2. In −ve half cycle of the current through the inductor $L_{r1}$, the power is fed to the motor through diodes D3 and D4. Here mainly four modes of operation are present, to analyse that let us consider the equivalent circuit as shown in fig3 ,since the output voltage is assumed to be a constant voltage , then the input voltage of the bridge rectifier $V_h$ is $V_u$ when $I_{Lr2}$ is positive and $V_h = -V_u$ when $I_{Lr2}$ is negative. The proposed DC to DC resonant converter with a bridge rectifier stage is analysed by considering the fundamental frequency of the Fourier series for the voltage and current. The error due to this approximation is small when the circuit is operates above resonant frequency [7].

Output voltage of the bridge rectifier described by Fourier series is given as
Then fundamental components of voltage $V_b$ is

$$V_b(t) = \frac{4V_o}{\pi} \sin(\omega t) \ldots \ldots (4)$$

The current at the output of the bridge rectifier is the full wave rectifier form of inductor current $I_{Lr2}$, therefore the average of the rectified inductor current $(I_{Lr2})$ equals output load current $I_o$.

If inductor current $I_{Lr2}$ is assumed as a sine wave of amplitude $I_{LM1}$, the average value of output current $I_o$ is

$$I_o = 2 I_{LM1} / \pi \ldots \ldots (5)$$

Fundamental component of input current is

$$I_{LM1} = \pi I_o / 2 \ldots \ldots (6)$$

The proposed resonant converter can be simplified as shown below in fig 5

Here equivalent resonant capacitor is $C_{eq}$

$$C_{eq} = \frac{(\omega L_{Cr} \omega C_r)^2 + (\omega L_{Cr} 2 C_r - 1)^2}{W L_{Cr} (2 C_r)^2 + W^2 R^2 C_r + W^2 L_{Cr}^2}$$

Equivalent resistance is $R_{eq}$

$$R_{eq} = \frac{R_e}{W^2 (R C_r)^2 + W^2 (2 L_{Cr} - 1)^2}$$

According to the output requirement the duty ratio of inverter switches are selected, but the inductor in the resonant tank should be selected to withstand the current ratings. So by the appropriate selection of inductance and duty ratio of inverter switches required output condition can be easily achieved, here the IGBT switches with ZVS technique gives good performance with high reliability [4].

![Fig. 5. Simplified equivalent circuit diagram](image)

Steady-state operations of the proposed converter in a switching period can be divided into four modes [7].

**Mode 1 operation:**

Fig 6 shows the equivalent circuit for this mode of operation of proposed resonant converter, here operation is in between instant $t_0$ and $t_1$. The resonant tank voltage is periodically switching between $+Vs/2$ and $-Vs/2$, so a square wave voltage is selected across the input terminals.

Let us assume output voltage is constant voltage $V_o$, the input to the diode rectifier becomes positive $V_0$ when current through $L_{r1}$ is positive and input to the rectifier becomes negative $V_o$ when current $I_{Lr2}$ is negative. The IGBT switch $S_1$ is turned on at instant $t_0$, at that time current through $L_{r1}$ is negative and flows through $FD1$ at instant $t_1$ current $I_{Lr1}$ reverses and naturally commutates from freewheeling diode $FD1$ to IGBT switch $S_1$.

![Fig. 6. Equivalent circuit for Mode I.](image)
Mode 2 operation:

For this mode of operation consider an equivalent circuit of proposed converter as shown in fig 7, here operation is between time period \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \); at \( t_1 \) the current through \( L_1 \) is resonates from negative values to zero. At \( t_2 \) switch \( S_1 \) is forced to turn off, this will force the positive current to flow through bottom freewheeling diode \( FD_2 \). Here resonant current flows through the power switches are going quickly to zero with the help of positive dc input voltage applied across the resonant tank.

Mode 3 operation:

Equivalent circuit for this mode is shown fig 8, operation is between time period \( t_3 \) and \( t_4 \); this mode starts at instant \( t_3 \); before starting a turn off gate signal is fed to switch \( S_1 \); this will results the natural commutation of inductor current from switch \( S_1 \) to freewheeling diode \( FD_1 \), then mode 3 starts with diode \( D_2 \) turned on. a resonant stage is created between \( L_{r1}, L_{r2} \) and \( C_r \), hence these three components get resonated. This mode ends with \( IL_{r2} \) reaches zero at instant \( t_4 \).

Mode 4 operation:

Equivalent circuit for this mode is as shown in fig 9, operation is between time period \( t_4 \) and \( t_5 \); at \( t_4 \) diodes \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \) are turned on by a positive current \( IL_{r2} \) through inductor \( L_{r2} \).

At instant \( t_5 \) \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \) are turned off. When inductor current \( IL_{r2} \) changes its direction, this gives the end of Mode IV. By giving excitation to switch \( S_1 \) again the operation returns to mode I in the subsequent cycle. During the positive half-cycle of the inductor current \( IL_{r2} \), the power is fed to the motor through diodes \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \). During the negative half-cycle of the inductor current, the power is fed to the load through diodes \( D_3 \) and \( D_4 \).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed circuit is developed and analyzed with MATLAB software. For analysis DC voltage from PV system is considered as 24 volt.

Here for analysis selected one industrial Battery Operated PMDC motor. These are available in operating voltage from 12 V to 180 V DC. Speed range is 1000 to 4000 rpm and power range is 40W to 140W. These types of motors are well suited for home appliances fans. MATLAB simulation circuit diagram is shown in fig 10, for analysis the converter output voltage is controlled to 12 volts with the help of PI controller.
Fig. 10. Simulation circuit for proposed solar resonant converter fed PMDC motor

Fig. 11 shown the input 24 volt DC given to the converter input side, the capacitor $C_1$ and $C_2$ splits this and fed to switches $S_1$ and $S_2$, after half bridge inverter stage a square wave voltage is obtained this is shown in Fig. 12

Since the resonant tank forces the sinusoidal current, only fundamental part of input is fed to rectifier stage, output obtained from resonant tank is a pure ac voltage and is shown in Fig. 13

Fig. 11. 24volt DC from PV cell

Fig. 12. voltage after inversion
The ac voltage from resonant tank is rectified by uncontrolled bridge rectifier and a dc output is obtained. This contains large ripples, so a low-pass filter is used to reduce these ripples. A 12 volt dc comes out after filtering, as shown in Fig. 14.

As we control the converter output voltage to 14 volts, the error created is -2 volt, as shown in Fig. 16.

Gate pulse given to the IGBT switches according to the PI controller output, as shown in Fig. 17, and the motor speed is simulated, as given in Fig. 18.
IV. CONCLUSION

This work developed a solar-resonant converter to DC-DC energy conversion for driving a PMDC motor. This resonant converter structure is simple and less expensive as compared to other converters due to lesser number of components. The developed topology is characterized by reduced switching losses, and higher energy conversion efficiency. Zero voltage switching with IGBT switches gives fast switching with more reliability. Since the switching frequency of IGBT switches are adjustable the converter output voltage/current can be easily obtained as it is directly depends the impedance characteristics of L-C-L resonant tank. Here the proposed solar-resonant converter output voltage is applied to a PMDC motor, speed of PMDC motor is regulated with PI controller by controlling the converter output voltage. The proposed system is analyzed by simulation circuits using MATLAB software and resultant outputs are obtained. As compared to conventional parallel-resonant converter with current driven transformer the proposed system gives high energy conversion efficiency, an excellent performance is achieved at a lower cost with fewer circuit components.
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